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Blended Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore reunite with Wedding Singer
director Frank Coraci for this Warner Bros. romantic comedy about a terrible
blind date that segues into a nightmare family vacation. Lauren (Barrymore)
and Jim (Sandler) are two single parents just looking for love. In the wake of a
blind date that turns disastrous, both agree that they're better off single. Just
when Lauren and Jim thought they would never see each other again,
however, their two families end up at the same African safari resort for spring
break. Could it possibly be that their relationship is so crazy it just might
work?. Warner
Victim Tyson (Ashley Chin), an east Londoner in his 20s, looks after his sister by
day, and robs luxury flats at night. But his sister's classroom encounters with
an inspirational teacher (David Harewood) suggest that even very difficult
lives can be turned around. Meanwhile, Tia (Ashley Madekwe), a girl from the
other side of the tracks, enters Tyson's life and allows him to consider another
way to survive. Well Go USA
Fed Up Narrated by Katie Couric, Fed Up blows the lid off everything we
thought we knew about food and exercise, revealing a 30-year campaign by
the food industry aided by the U.S. government to mislead and confuse the
American public. Exposing the hidden truths contributing to one of the
largest health epidemics in history, the film follows a group of families battling
to lead healthier lives and reveals why the conventional wisdom of exercise
and eat right is not ringing true for millions of people struggling with
diabetes, childhood obesity and other serious conditions. Including
captivating interviews with the country's leading experts, this vital
information could change the way we eat forever.Starz/Anchor Bay
Star Trek The Compedium Director J.J. Abrams' global sensations Star Trek
and Star Trek: Into Darkness set a course for the ultimate comprehensive
home entertainment package in Star Trek: The Compendium, including the
IMAX Version of Star Trek: Into Darkness. This four-disc set is packed with
previously released bonus material and additional never-before-seen footage.
Paramount
Friend 2 : The Legacy Korean film. Lee Joon Suk (Yoo Oh Seong) will soon be
released from prison, convicted for ordering the murder of his former friend
turned rival. The story revolves around Joon Suk's quest to regain his
leadership of Busan's most powerful gang. While at times quite violent,
"Friend 2" remains packed with poignant moments, particularly found in the
pseudo father-son relationship between the lead characters, Lee Joon Suk and
Choi Sung Hoon (Kim Woo Bin). This film, filled with regret and attempted
redemption, delivers a solid multigenerational drama that audiences will
greatly enjoy. CJ Entertainment
The Good Wife: Season 5 marks a new start for Alicia Florrick (Emmy and
Golden Globe winner Julianna Margulies) as she and Cary (Matt Czuchry) join
forces to launch their own law firm. As they sever ties with Lockhart/Gardner,
tensions escalate and explode as the new rivals go into attack mode - battling
each other both in and out of court. Alicia's relationship with Will (Josh
Charles) seems irrevocably damaged as he contends with her professional
and personal betrayal. Diane (Christine Baranski), who was poised for a
judgeship, has her nomination revoked after firing Alicia and returns to the
firm. Kalinda's (Emmy winner Archie Panjabi) relationships with Alicia and Cary
are also tested, as she remains loyal to Lockhart/Gardner. Meanwhile, newly
elected Governor Peter Florrick (Chris Noth) and his Chief of Staff Eli (Alan
Cumming) face new corruption issues as the Ethics Commission investigates
possible voter fraud during Peter's gubernatorial campaign. Alicia's new
venture leads her to volatile showdowns, altering every major relationship
she's cultivated. For the first time on DVD, this 6-disc, 22-episode set witnesses
Alicia's complete transformation from a good wife to a legal powerhouse.
Paramount
Scholastic The Magic School Bus Space Adventures Welcome aboard The
Magic School Bus! Are you ready for a wild ride? Grab a seat and hang on for
three episodes of the Emmy award-winning animated science-adventure
series based on the best-selling books. Includes Gets Lost In Space Arnold's
know-it-all cousin Janet drives the kids crazy when she gets Ms. Frizzle's class
lost in outer space! Out Of This World When Dorothy Ann warns the kids
there's an asteroid headed straight for their school, Ms. Fizzle arranges a field
trip into space. Gains Weight When Phoebe finds she can't jump high enough
Ms. Frizzle takes the class into space and turns the Bus into a planet - with
adjustable gravity! Cinedigm
The Forbidden Girl The son of a fundamentalist pastor becomes addicted to
an irresistible witch. If he gives in to his temptation, he will be doomed to
eternal life on the dark side. Inception
Monika The film is a violent, edgy ride focusing on down and out Reagan
Tyler, a man who is troubled by visions and premonitions that ultimately lead
him to old school Las Vegas. It's there that Reagan meets the beautiful and
mysterious Monika, a young woman who turns out to have been killed the
night before he even met her. Reagan is then forced to put the puzzle
together of what happened, how she is still present, and help Monika with her
revenge on the killers of her younger sister. Inception
Filth James McAvoy plays Detective Sergeant Bruce Robertson, a scheming,
manipulative, misanthropic man who spends his time indulging in drugs,
alcohol, sexually abusive relationships, and "the games" - cruel plots and
systematic bullying of hid coworkers and friends. While working on the
murder case of a Japanese student, he starts coming unhinged, slowly losing
his grip on reality and suffering from a series of increasingly severe
hallucinations as he desperately tries to hold his life together. Magnolia
Turtle Power: The Definitive History of the Teenage Ninja Turtles Written and
directed by Randall Lobb, the film chronicles the birth of a franchise and
reveals the remarkable journey of four of the most unlikely super heroes of all
time. Celebrate the 30th anniversary of Leonardo, Donatello, Michelangelo
and Raphael with this must-see documentary. Paramount
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Hawaii Five-O Season 4 The Hawaii Five-O team faces some of their biggest
challenges yet as they fight to keep paradise safe from the most dangerous
criminals on the islands. This season, Steve McGarrett (Alex O'Loughlin) and
Detective Danny "Danno" Williams (Scott Caan) pursue an expert hacker and
are taken hostage by an escaped convict who convinces them of his
innocence while the danger of Kono's (Grace Park) relationship with the son
of a Yakuza boss escalates. Chin Ho (Daniel Dae Kim) is investigated by Internal
Affairs about his ties to the head of a drug cartel, and Catherine (Michelle
Borth) gains a spot on the team but must repay a debt of honor in
Afghanistan. Joining the team this season is Captain Lou Grover (Chi McBride),
who recently moved his family from Chicago to head the SWAT unit on the
island. It's high-octane action that never lets up through 22 thrilling episodes
that will keep you on the edge of your seat! Paramount/CBS
CSI - Season 14 Crime never stops, and neither do the brilliant minds of CSI:
Crime Scene Investigation. In the fourteenth gripping season, the six-time
Emmy Award winning drama dives into new depths. From serial slaughter and
arson to mysterious disappearances and cannibal killings, lead investigator
D.B. Russell (Emmy winner Ted Danson) uses science to shed light on the
darkest crimes. With the help of blood-work expert Julie Finlay (Oscar
nominee Elisabeth Shue) and veteran investigators Nick Stokes (George Eads),
Sara Sidle (Jorja Fox) and Greg Sanders (Eric Szmanda), the evidence never
slips through the cracks. Backed up by the forensics and detective work of the
rest of the unit (including Paul Guilfoyle, Robert David Hall, Wallace Langham,
Elisabeth Harnois, David Berman and Jon Wellner), the truth always triumphs.
The 22 relentlessly thrilling episodes packed in this six-disc set features the
special 300th episode with a special guest appearance by former team
member Catherine Willows (Marg Helgenberger) and the first appearance of
Special Agent Avery Ryan (Emmy winner Patricia Arquette) of the FBI's
Cyber-Crimes Division. Paramount/CBS
Perry Mason Movie Collection Double Features Vol. 4,5,6. SCANDALOUS
SCOUNDREL: When a reviled tabloid publisher is found dead in his pool, the
female reporter he recently fired is the prime suspect. As Perry (Raymond
Burr) and Della Street (Barbara Hale) try to get to the bottom of the case, Paul
Drake Jr. (William Katt) gathers clues to help prove his friend's innocence.
AVENGING ACE: A high-ranking Air Force officer is convicted of homicide
when a woman working with the military ends up dead. The Colonel attempts
to appeal his conviction, but the lone defense witness is murdered before
taking the stand. Perry (Raymond Burr) begins to question the Colonel's guilt
when it becomes clear someone is working to thwart the appeal process.
LADY IN THE LAKE: When a tennis player is arrested for the murder of his
heiress wife, Perry (Raymond Burr) suspects foul play and takes on the case to
ensure justice is served. Seen with a past lover the night before the murder,
the accused's motive seems clear when the police find him in possession of
the victim's bloody scarf. When the tennis star is taken off the court and into
the courtroom, Della (Barbara Hale) and Paul (William Katt) assist Perry as a
man's innocence hangs in the balance. LETHAL LESSON: When one of Perry's
(Raymond Burr) law students is discovered at the scene of a gruesome killing,
Mason is reluctant to take the case, particularly as the victim is his friend's son.
As it quickly becomes clear that Ken Malansky (William R. Moses) had a motive
to kill, Perry must work through a tangled web of ex-lovers and jealous
classmates. MUSICAL MURDER: It's the final curtain call for a cruel theater
director who is found dead, and the prime suspect is the recently fired stage
manager. Perry (Raymond Burr) is the only alibi for the suspect and the
prosecution is hard at work to discredit him. Perry may know the manager is
innocent, but now he must prove it. ALL STAR ASSASSIN: When the owner of a
sports team is murdered, Perry (Raymond Burr) decides to assist former
student Ken Malansky (William R. Moses) on one of his first cases. The case
becomes clear when it turns out the owner didn't have many fans, and there
are many who had interest in taking him out of the game. Paraount/CBS
Peppa Pig: The Balloon Ride Shuriken School: Complete Series follows the
extraordinary adventures of 10-year-old Eizan Kaburagi, the last last
descendent of the greatest ninja to ever exist, and his friends during their first
year at ninja school. Lessons take on a new dimension as the kids are shown
how to melt into the walls, disappear into a cloud of smoke and fly over
rooftops! Teaching methods are unorthodox and anything can happen, as
absurd as it might seem. Get caught up in the action as Eizan and his eccentric
classmates perfect their ninja skills in all 26 adventurous episodes! Cinedigm
Summer In February In the days leading up to World War I, a colony of
bohemian artists in coastal Cornwall, England, contend with love and loss in
this period drama starring Dominic Cooper, Emily Browning, and Dan Stevens.
When a love triangle forms between noted painter Sir Alfred Munnings, his
noble best friend Gilbert and gorgeous aristocrat Florence Carter-Wood, the
stage is set for tragedy. Based on a true story and the novel by Jonathan
Smith. Cinedigm
Five Dances The classic tale of finding success and romance in the big city is
given a contemporary, and unconventional, spin in Alan Brown's new film, Five
Dances. Collaborating with internationally renowned choreographer Jonah
Bokaer, writer-director Brown has taken five gifted New York dancers, and
fashioned a story about Chip (Ryan Steele in his first film role), an
extraordinarily talented 18 year-old recently arrived from Kansas who joins a
small downtown modern dance company. In his first weeks of rehearsal, Chip
is initiated into the rites of passage of a New York dancer's life, where
discipline and endless hard work, camaraderie and competitiveness, the fear
of not being good enough, and the joy of getting it just right, inform every
minute of every day. Shooting in and around a Soho dance studio, Brown and
his longtime cinematographer Derek McKane capture the exhilaration and
emotional turmoil of a small dance company, and all of Chip's poignant
firsts-the forging of friendships, being chosen for the important solo, his first
ever love affair-with the intimacy and immediacy of a documentary. Wolfe

